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Abstract
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a fickle but pivotal element
to the success of any business. Used correctly, it can not only yield higher
revenue and lower operational costs, but significantly boost customer
satisfaction. Nonetheless, it can also be mismanaged—sacrificing the
well-being of customers for profitability. Industries have thereby been
flooded with a range of different heuristic strategies that aim to optimize
CRM. This thesis aims to instead study and optimize CRM using a data-
driven approach, and present a framework that can readily incorporate
customer well-being into the optimization process. More specifically: can
a strategy that outperforms a business’ current strategy without any real-
world implications be derived using modern advances in reinforcement
learning? In this context, the lifetime value (LTV), i.e. net profit, of a
customer will be used as the objective function to optimize for.

Using deep feed-forward neural networks, an artificial environment
mimicking typical customer behavior was attained. The model’s predic-
tive capabilities deviated merely a couple of percent from the true aver-
age customer behavior seen in the data. This was further leveraged by
an algorithm to obtain a business strategy through reinforcement learn-
ing. This novel algorithm is based on deep Q-networks, with further
domain-specific additions such as combined experience replay and dou-
ble learning. The algorithmically derived business strategy theoretically
outperformed the current state-of-the-art business strategy by approxi-
mately 100 percent in average 2-year LTV, and further outperformed a
plethora of different business strategies.
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Sammanfattning
Customer relationship management (CRM) är en labil men väsentlig
framgångsfaktor inom affärsverksamheten. Om det nyttjas korrekt kan
det leda till högre omsättning, lägre driftskostnader och en förbättrad
kundnöjdhet. Följaktligen, kan det även missbrukas, där kundhälsa upp-
offras för ekonomisk lönsamhet. Därför är det viktigt att granska CRM
från ett nytt perspektiv. Denna masteravhandling ämnar sig åt att stu-
dera och optimera CRM genom ett datadrivet tillvägagångssätt, samt
presentera ett ramverk som kan enkelt inlemma kundhälsa i optime-
ringssteget. Mer specifikt: kan en affärsstrategi härledas som kan utkon-
kurrera en existerande affärsstrategi för ett företag utan några verkliga
konsekvenser genom att tillämpa moderna framgångar inom förstärkan-
de inlärning? Inom denna kontext nyttjas lifetime value (LTV), alltså
nettovinst per kund som optimeringsvariabel.

Genom att använda framåtmatande artificiella neuronnät kunde en
konstgjord miljö som imiterar typisk kundbeteende etableras. Denna mo-
dells prediktiva förmåga avvek enbart ett par procent från det sanna ge-
nomsnittliga kundbeteendet. Denna miljö nyttjades sedan av dubbla dju-
pa Q-nätverk med kombinerad erfarenhetsuppspelning för att åstadkom-
ma en affärsstrategi genom förstärkande inlärning. Denna affärsstrategi
presterade omkring 100 procent bättre än den existerande affärsstrategin
i uppnådd 2-årig LTV samt utkonkurrerade flertalet andra triviala och
icke-triviala affärsstrategier.
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Nomenclature

AI Artificial Intelligence

CER Combined Experience Replay

CMA Cumulative Moving Average

CRM Customer Relationship Management

DNN Deep Neural Network

DQN Deep Q-Network

MDP Markov Decision Process

ML Machine Learning

MSE Mean Squared Error

PER Prioritized Experience Replay

RFM Recency, Frequency, and Monetary Value

RL Reinforcement Learning

SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent

SL Supervised Learning

TD Temporal Difference
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Preface

Many advances in computer science are the direct result of findings in
life sciences, especially within the fields of machine learning (ML) and
artificial intelligence (AI)—where even the names are indicative of this
relationship. This preface intends to highlight and elaborate this connec-
tion slightly, as I—Christian Ryan—find this relationship to be beyond
interesting, but also very nourishing in elaborating on the development
of AI from a historical perspective.

In 1927, a paradigm shift within the fields of physiology, psychology,
and neuroscience took place. The ideas of classical conditioning pio-
neered by Russian Nobel Prize laureate Ivan P. Pavlov in his avant-garde
study Conditioned reflexes laid the foundation of the 20th century under-
standing of psychology and zoology. The reason for which Dr. Pavlov was
celebrated with the Noble Prize in 1904 was due to his remarkable work in
studying the activity of the digestive system in animals. One of his later
findings was that animals’ natural responses to certain stimuli could be
triggered by other, fundamentally unassociated stimuli. The popularized
term Pavlov’s dogs is derived from the fact that his experimental subjects
often were dogs, some of which were installed with testing equipment to
accurately measure their salivary reflexes. This experimental arrange-
ment facilitated one of Dr. Pavlov’s most notable revelations during his
study in 1927. His experiment consisted of presenting dogs with fodder,
which would yield a natural response of six drops of saliva after approxi-
mately five seconds, i.e. salivation at the presence of fodder. Thereafter,
Dr. Pavlov would repeat the experiment numerous times; however, for
these cases he would also introduce the sound of a metronome shortly be-
fore presenting the fodder. The findings of this study is best summarized
in his own words [1, p.14]:

It is pretty evident that under natural conditions the normal
animal must respond not only to stimuli which themselves

x
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bring immediate benefit or harm, but also to other physical
or chemical agencies — waves of sound, light, and the like —
which in themselves only signal the approach of these stimuli;
though it is not the sight and sound of the beast of prey which
is in itself harmful to the smaller animal, but its teeth and
claws.

Dr. Pavlov extended his findings to the concept of reinforcement, where
a pattern of behavior can be strengthened1 in an animal, when given a
stimulus, i.e. a reinforcer, in combination with another natural stimulus
in a temporal relationship of appropriate length. By way of illustration,
Dr. Pavlov reinforced the action of salivating in his subjects when the
sound of the bell rung out, the latter of which has absolutely no associ-
ation with fodder under natural circumstances. This reinforced learning
could only transpire if the bell was introduced in temporal relation to—in
this case shortly before—the natural stimulus fodder.

Among the first attempts at bridging the gap between life sciences and
computer science was Dr. Alan Turing’s idea of a pleasure-pain system
in 1948, one of the first concrete examples of artificial intelligence. Dr.
Turing’s system was a precursor to the idea of machine learning by trial-
and-error, which he described in [2, p. 425]:

When a configuration is reached for which the action is unde-
termined, a random choice for the missing data is made and
the appropriate entry is made in the description, tentatively,
and is applied. When a pain stimulus occurs all tentative en-
tries are cancelled, and when a pleasure stimulus occurs they
are all made permanent.

The increasingly popular field of reinforcement learning (RL), a modern
type of artificial intelligence, in many ways accomplishes that of which
Dr. Turing envisioned more than a half-century ago. The aforementioned
part also elaborates on the reasoning behind the name of the field, paying
homage to Dr. Pavlov and his findings.

In 1972, Yale psychologists Dr. Robert A. Rescorla and Dr. Allan
R. Wagner developed the Rescorla-Wagner model in [3], an extension of
classical conditioning. The psychologists proposed the idea that animals
merely learn when the events taken place violate their expectations, i.e.

1The concept was later complemented with the idea of weakening, where a negative
stimuli, i.e. a punishment, could also be given.
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when the actions taken surprise the animal. This notion of deviation
from expectation being the foundation for animal learning as per the
Rescorla-Wagner model, is surprisingly even present within the mathe-
matical framework of reinforcement learning. For instance, mathemati-
cal tools fundamental to machine learning, such as Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD), are used to converge to the empirical expectation of a
random variable, i.e. using the deviation of a random variable and its ex-
pected value, as the basis for learning. The learning is completed when
the deviation has diminished, just as the surprise factor in an animal
exposed to a new stimulus will diminish, when the animal is repeatedly
exposed to the same stimulus and has thus learned its impact and cau-
sation. The beauty of this fact is that the underlying model or dynamics
can be disregarded or omitted, as learning the input-output relationship
is objectively most important; just as an animal might be an expert at a
skill, without comprehending the fundamental mechanics of said skill.

In the forthcoming chapters, solely computational considerations will
be taken into account, as this paper is thesis for a Master of Science
in Engineering. However, the link to psychology and biological systems
shall not be forgotten, as reinforcement learning and artificial intelligence
(AI) are inspired by—and in recent times even the inspiration to—new
developments in life sciences. For this reason, curiosity-driven readers
are encouraged to read [4, Ch. 1, 14, 15], for a justifiably rich account of
the nuanced relationship between psychology and machine learning.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Garry Kasparov, Amahiko Satō, and Lee Sedol—the pinnacle of mankind’s
expertise within the strategy games of chess, shogi, and Go, respectively—
all suffered the same fate: defeat at the hands of artificial intelligence
(AI). The success of AI in achieving superhuman performance was epit-
omized in [5], where Google’s DeepMind team released a report on the
capabilities of their AI engine AlphaZero. Without any domain-specific
knowledge a priori, AlphaZero was able to outperform the state-of-the-
art engines Elmo, Stockfish and AlphaGo Zero within two, four and nine
hours of training from scratch, respectively. These other AI engines had
already achieved superhuman level of play in their respective games, how-
ever, not within the same awe-inspiringly short timespan that AlphaZero
was able to achieve and supersede them by.1 The main factor behind
the success of AlphaZero was the use of a general-purpose reinforcement
learning (RL) algorithm.

1.1 Background
The essence behind reinforcement learning is taking actions in a certain
environment which maximizes the expected value of a long-term reward.
In AlphaZero’s case, for instance, it implies making the most optimal
moves, in which the probability of winning the game is highest. The
learning aspect is in regard to not knowing what action is optimal, which
requires exploration of said actions and reinforcing those, who obtain the
highest expected reward. This framework of optimizing for a long-term

1Although, it should be noted that the resources at Google’s disposable is far from
average; thus these durations shall be taken with a grain of salt.

1
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goal goes far beyond the boundaries of board games. Applications such as
optimizing chemical reactions in [6] and cellular network traffic schedul-
ing in [7] are examples of recent areas that have amassed tremendous
success. Another important example that has been proven successful and
is a current topic of research is the optimization of customer relationship
management (CRM).

CRM pertains to every aspect of company-customer interaction and
the management thereof. Since the industrial revolution, the landscape
between consumers and producers has changed in virtually every aspect.
Historically, trade was intimate and personal, where the needs of the
buyer had to be personally catered to, for the success of the seller. With
the rise of mass production, the scale of generation and consumption
astronomically changed, and as such, standardizing customers and disre-
garding their uniquenesses were necessary to keep such a large operation
afloat. Consumers were instead replaced by Customer IDs and their pur-
chases for personal needs were a mere data log stored on a server—the
whole process was impersonalized. The approach of catering more to each
customer’s individual needs, while maintaining a streamlined and scal-
able service, is where the science of customer relationship management
comes in.

Modern CRM utilizes technological devices and applications to lever-
age an understanding of customer behavior and preferences to appro-
priately target and retain both new and old customers. As succinctly
expressed in [8, p. 673]:

CRM technology applications link front office (e.g. sales,
marketing and customer service) and back office (e.g. fi-
nancial, operations, logistics and human resources) functions
with the company’s customer “touch points”. A company’s
touch points can include the Internet, e-mail, sales, direct
mail, telemarketing operations, call centers, advertising, fax,
pagers, stores, and kiosks. Often, these touch points are
controlled by separate information systems. CRM integrates
touch points around a common view of the customer.

The authors go on to elaborate that customer relationship management
not only spans the use of technological applications in marketing and
sales, but rather a fully cross-functional, customer-driven, technology-
integrated business process policy, whose sole focus is improving the
relationship between the customer and the enterprise and thereby the
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efficacy of the company, as stated in [8]. Thorough applications of CRM
initiatives have amassed substantial amount of success for many busi-
nesses, yielding higher revenue, lower operational costs, and boosts in
customer satisfaction and retention rates, according to the studies in [9],
[10]. Optimizing such a process is thus the end goal of CRM, where ap-
propriately optimal actions are taken in regard to customers and their
needs. RL is perfectly suited for the domain of CRM, as the optimization
of a policy or strategy with respect to data, is precisely the framework
RL flourishes in. It is within this domain this thesis will be applied on.

1.2 Purpose
The motivation behind this thesis arose from a desire of investigating
the potential harmful effects of an unscrupulous CRM. Improper use
of CRM can, for example, cause insidious consequences in the sense of
over-exploitation of customers. By way of illustration, the work in [11]
details the rise of problem gambling in Europe in recent years. This along
with allegations of gambling companies abusing and targeting vulnerable
customers in [12] depict a potentially clandestine and sinister operation
where some customers are socially engineered into addiction through the
interactions with gambling companies. This kind of addiction can cause
financial ruin, mental detriment and in extreme cases self-harm, accord-
ing to the study in [13].

For this reason, it is very important to highlight the potential power
and capability of CRM within the gambling industry, which this thesis
intends to investigate. By doing so, the industry can potentially be made
aware of the economic gain but consequent harm to customers of an un-
scrupulous CRM. However, as this thesis is exploratory in nature, it is
important that its outcome has no real-world impact. This will be en-
sured by way of simulation and modeling. Furthermore, this thesis strives
to derive a methodology flexible enough that customers’ well-being can
also be readily integrated into the optimization process. As such, future
extensions of this thesis can further the advancement of achieving sustain-
able, yet economically optimal gambling by incorporating a multifaceted
optimization approach.
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1.3 Problem Formulation
The aim of this project is to develop an automated, algorithmic sys-
tem that optimally interacts with customers, under the constraints of its
feasible and executable actions. However, as customers are involved it
is important that they are not affected in the execution of this thesis.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the scope of this thesis.

Figure 1.1: Overhead illustration of framework.

Customers interact with an online gambling service, which generates data
on their behavior and further gets stored in a database. This data is
consequently utilized by the company’s CRM team to decide how to
further interact with the customers, in regard to what promotions to
give. The company possesses certain indicators that characterize the
customers’ behavior, these indicators are noted as features and explained
in Table 1.1.

As the CRM team is currently run by operators that incorporate their
own biases and heuristics into their decision-making regarding interac-
tions with customers, the algorithmic system that is to be devised would
therefore replace the CRM block in Figure 1.1. Henceforth, to follow
standard reinforcement learning terminology, the system will be referred
to as the agent and the customer as the environment. Meanwhile, the
application and database are the sensory and memory units of the agent,
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respectively.

Table 1.1: Features and their description. Amounts are in Euros.

Feature Notation Description

bonus_convert s0 Amount converted from bonus into
valid means.

bonus_loss s1 Amount of bonus means forfeited
by the customer.

deposit s2 Amount deposited by the customer.
session_duration s3 Amount of seconds the customer

has been signed in for one session.
turnover_bonus s4 Amount wagered by the customer

of their bonus means.
turnover_cash s5 Amount wagered by the customer

of their valid means.
winning_bonus s6 Amount of bonus means won by the

customer.
winning_cash s7 Amount of valid means won by the

customer.
withdrawal s8 Amount withdrawn by the cus-

tomer from their account.
churned c Boolean signifying if the customer

has churned or not.
bonus_payout a Amount of bonus means dispensed

to the customer.

The scope given Figure 1.1 can further be abstracted into a conventional
RL framework given in Figure 1.2, such that a clear problem statement
can be crystallized. The customers, whose behavior constitute the envi-
ronment, will firstly be defined.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of agent–environment interaction. Image source:
[4, p. 48]

For any time t, with temporal resolution of a week, a customer is defined
by the values of their features st ∈ R9

≥0 defined in Table 1.1, summed
over said resolution, where

st =


s0
t

s1
t
...
s8
t

 . (1.1)

However, this yields only an instantial snapshot of a customer’s behavior
during their lifetime. To further encapsulate the total activity of a cus-
tomer, the mean mt for each individual feature from sign-up until time
t is derived as follows:

mt =


m0
t

m1
t
...
m8
t

 = 1
t


∑
t s

0
t∑

t s
1
t

...∑
t s

8
t

 . (1.2)

These two variables still lack an indicator of a customer ceasing all ac-
tivity. In this spirit, the churn feature c ∈ {True,False} in Table 1.1
that describes a customer’s boolean state of activity is included. This
implies that if churn is True at any point in time t, then the customer has
permanently ceased all activity and all future activity at the company,
else c is False. With these three variables at hand, the state St is defined
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as follows:

St =
[
st,mt, ct

]T
=



s0t
...
s8t
m0t
...
m8t
ct


(1.3)

where St is also illustrated in Figure 1.2. The actuation mechanism that
propagates the environment from St to St+1 is not known, as there exists
no standardized model for customer behavior as of yet. As such, this
actuation mechanism will be a part of the solution and elaborated upon
in the forthcoming chapters.

Moreover, the agent and its interaction with the now-defined environ-
ment needs to be established. This interaction is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The agent has control of the promotional action on the part of the com-
pany. This action a ∈ R≥0 in Table 1.1 is the dispensing of promotional
means to a customer as an incentive to boost activity. This incentive
comes in the form of bonus means, which need to fulfill certain require-
ments to be converted into its valid counterpart. It maintains the exact
same value and utility as valid means, but cannot be withdrawn by a
customer until converted. Customers that do not fulfill the conversion
requirements have their bonus means forfeited. These phenomena are
noted as bonus_convert (s0) and bonus_loss (s1) in Table 1.1.

A commonplace indicator of a customer’s net profit in CRM is the
lifetime value estimation (LTV). The LTV is the cumulative instantial
reward rt of a customer over their lifetime, which in the scope of this
thesis is defined as

rt(St, at) = s5
t − s7

t − s0
t (1.4)

or in other words the cumulative net profit of a customer from the per-
spective of the business. The objective of the agent is thus to determine
which action, given the customer’s state, will maximize the cumulative
(discounted) LTV, i.e.

max
a

LTV = max
at

T∑
t=0

γtrt(St, at) (1.5)

where T denotes the lifetime of a customer, at the action at time t,
γ ∈ [0, 1) is an arbitrary discount factor, e.g. inflation rate, risk of
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bankruptcy, etc., and rt is the instantial net profit. These values can be
arbitrary; however, in the scope of this thesis, the 2-year LTV will be
sought to be maximized, i.e. T = 104 with a weekly temporal resolution,
as well as a conventional discount factor of γ = 0.99, as per commonplace
business practices.

1.4 Research Questions
Traditional practises within CRM are often based on heuristics due to the
fickle and volatile nature of company-customer interactions. The purpose
of this thesis is to instead view CRM from the scope of data-driven
engineering by utilizing statistics and machine learning techniques such
as supervised and reinforcement learning. To evaluate the success and
viability of the outcome of this project, the following tangible research
question are sought to be answered.

• How can an actuation mechanism that mimics customer behavior
be devised?

• What is the performance of this actuation mechanism in regard to
the prediction error?

• How can a CRM policy using reinforcement learning that maxi-
mizes Equation (1.5) be derived?

• How does this RL-based CRM policy numerically compare to other
state-of-the-art business policies?

1.5 Related Work
Optimization of CRM using reinforcement learning has its roots set in the
early 21st century, with papers published such as [14]–[16]. The motiva-
tion behind the use of RL was that prior practices in CRM were primarily
focused on myopic optimization, i.e. trying to maximize the immediate
profit (or reward) of a single decision, whereas RL by its very nature
makes decisions which optimize for the cumulative long-term reward.
The latter, the authors in [14] argue, is inherently a more favorable ob-
jective to optimize for, as a myopic approach might imply a high attrition
rate, which will impact profit in the long run and thus is a natural jus-
tification for the use of RL. For instance, imagine a marketing company
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with the decision to either send a promotional catalogue to its customers
or not. An aggressive marketing policy, where customers are bombarded
with promotions, might yield a high immediate gain, as some of the cus-
tomers are bound to respond positively to the promotion. Consequently
however, some customers will be repelled by such an aggressive approach
and thus also lost for future promotional campaigns. A more optimal
approach would therefore be to focus on the customers susceptible to the
current promotion first and focus on the other customers later, which
aims to maximize the long-term profit.

The hindrance of early RL methods in CRM was large or continuous
state and action spaces, where computing the necessary mathematical
steps was computationally too demanding or entirely infeasible, as there
is an infinite or near-infinite amount of state-action pairs to explore. The
authors of [14]–[16] engineered ingenious solutions to overcome this hur-
dle at the time, such as batch learning, multi-step TD learning, etc. The
solution however are lacking in scalability and flexibility, often limiting
the depth and detail of the state space or updating mechanism in favor of
computational feasibility. More recent approaches presented in [17], [18]
utilized the power of deep reinforcement learning, where supervised learn-
ing techniques, such as deep neural networks (DNNs) and RL techniques
are combined. An example of this is the Deep Q-Network algorithm
(DQN) popularized by the same DeepMind team behind AlphaZero in
the heavily-cited [19]. Successful early attempts at using deep RL in
CRM were reported in [20], although less powerful supervised learning
techniques were utilized.

The studies presented in [17], [18] apply deep RL within the realm
of CRM, where [18] elaborates on solutions to complex Markov Deci-
sion Processes (MDPs) with both continuous state and action spaces.
Whereas [17] presents a methodology of generating synthetic CRM in-
teractions, necessary for appropriate RL learning, through the use of an
artificial environment. These papers along with [4] set the foundation of
this thesis.

1.6 Outline of Thesis
This thesis will be outlined in the following manner:

• Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the domain this thesis is
applied upon and an overview of the problem at hand along.
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• Chapter 2 gives a thorough account of the necessary theoretical
and mathematical tools that are required to understand the forth-
coming methodology and solution.

• Chapter 3 focuses on the methodology used in the execution of this
thesis in order to solve and investigate the problem formulation,
and highlights potential limitations that needed to be addressed
and overcome.

• Chapter 4 elaborates on the evaluative framework necessary to fully
comprehend and understand the relevancy and efficacy of the forth-
coming results.

• Chapter 5 illustrates the results obtained in the environment mod-
eling as well as agent derivation processes. Comparisons between
different solution architectures and the already-existing methods
and benchmarks are presented.

• Chapter 6 highlights potential issues, relevancy and viability of
results, as well as ethical considerations that are necessary in order
to attain a more nuanced understanding of the results.

• Chapter 7 gives a summarized account of the most important key
points, conclusions of the project as a whole, and possible exten-
sions to the project.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter the theoretical foundation and necessary concepts for
the understanding of the forthcoming methodology and solution will be
introduced. Naturally, the content will be condensed to facilitate com-
prehension and only relevant information will be presented.

2.1 Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) is a mathematical framework behind the deriva-
tion of intelligent solutions. Prediction, classification, pattern recognition
— these applications are a mere drop in the ocean of use cases of ML,
and they all use data to best discover and encapsulate underlying truths.
This implies that no explicit instructions or directives are given a priori,
but rather learned a posteriori. This notion of learning, by use of data, is
the reason behind ML often being synonymous with artificial intelligence
(AI), even though the former is more of an application of the latter. The
authors in [21] eloquently elaborate it as follows:

Machine learning is not just a database problem; it is also
a part of artificial intelligence. To be intelligent, a system
that is in a changing environment should have the ability to
learn. If the system can learn and adapt to such changes, the
system designer need not foresee and provide solutions for all
possible situations.

ML can be further divided into three main subfields: supervised learning
(SL), unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning (RL). The goal

11
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of SL is to map, with as little error as possible, the input to the output,
the latter of which has been labelled and given by an external supervisor.
For instance, in tumor classification, the raw pixels of an image of a cell
can be seen as the input and whether its tumorous or not, deemed by
an expert, determines its output label, and thus a learning process in
a supervised manner can take place. In unsupervised learning, no such
output labels are provided, i.e. there is no expert to determine the output
a priori. As such, the aim is rather to find regularities and patterns in the
input data, by means of clustering or data mining. For example, when
customers go shopping in a grocery store, their purchases will usually be
correlated, e.g. buying chips and beer go hand in hand, and as such it
can be valuable for the store to know these correlations such that the
structure of the store can be better organized.

Reinforcement learning, however, is fundamentally different. Its aim
is to optimally control an environment and does not inherently rely on
historical data, which significantly sets RL apart from the other subfields.
The foundation of RL is learning from trial-and-error, where actions shall
be taken that try to maximize the average long-term reward, which can
be arbitrarily defined. If an action is considered bad, this should be
taken into account when updating its policy,1 and thus the agent2 learns
by exploring. It is for this reason that RL also needs to rely on concurrent
data gathered by interacting with an environment, as this gives the agent
the opportunity to learn to control environments that evolve over time
as well as a chance to explore various actions in different situations,
according to [21].

2.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks
One of the most notable forms of supervised learning techniques is the
use of artificial neural networks. The earliest form of this has its roots set
in the mid-twentieth century with the works of Rosenblatt and Mcculloch
[22], [23], which proposed the idea of the perceptron – a mathematical
framework that attempts to explain the information processing in bio-
logical systems, specifically the synaptic process of neurons in the brain.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the structure of a perceptron, which takes an
1A policy within RL is simply a probabilistic mapping between states and actions,

i.e. what action should be taken in regard to which state the agent is in.
2An agent refers to an artificial system that learns from interactions and tries to

maximize the average reward.
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input vector x and weights it with a weight vector w and transforms it
with an activation function σ(·) to yield an output ŷ. For instance,

ŷ = σ(
n∑
i=0

wixi + b) = σ(wxT + b) (2.1)

where n is the input dimension and the latter of the equation is in the
more succinct vector notation. The bias b is introduced such that the
input to the activation function σ(·) can be non-zero at origin, i.e. it
adds more freedom and flexibility to the model.

b

w0x0

w1x1

...
wnxn

σ(·) ŷ

OutputInputs

Figure 2.1: Model of simple perceptron. Each connection has a corre-
sponding weight associated with the input variable.

In the early works of Rosenblatt [23], the aim was to develop a linear
discriminant model or binary classification system, and thus the following
nonlinear activation function was used:

σ(x) =

+1, x ≥ 0
−1, x < 0

(2.2)

However, there exists a plethora of activation functions, outputting both
discretized or continuous values for classification and regression pur-
poses. This model can also be expanded by utilizing an arbitrary pre-
transformation3 φ of the input data, such that ŷ = σ(wφ(xT )+ b), which
adds freedom for more nonlinearity in the model.

Rosenblatt’s work was initially found to be successful; however, it
was heavily criticized for its necessity of linear separability in the input

3It is also known as nonlinear basis function transformation.
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data space, meaning data points with different output labels needed to
be separable by a linear function, which would determine the decision
rule. This criticism was initially thought to span all of neural-computing
and artificial neural networks in general and actually led to the decline
in funding and interest within the area until the 1980s, with the rise of
functional multilayered perceptrons (MLP), according to the literature
of [24].

2.1.2 Deep Neural Networks
The multilayered perceptron (MLP), which is simply a network of multi-
ple feed-forward4 neurons, is one of the earliest and simplest architectures
of deep neural networks (DNNs), where deep refers to the presence of a
number of hidden layers. The MLP was already proposed by [25] in
1965; however, it suffered initially in viability due to the updating mech-
anism for the simple perceptron not being extendable to the MLP, as
assigning credit or blame to weights became vague when multiple layers
were involved. It was not until 1986, when the age-old calculus formula,
the chain rule, was used in the backpropagation algorithm in [26], that a
rigorous and converging updating mechanism could be secured for DNNs.

Figure 2.2 illustrates a fully-connected, feed-forward MLP with two
hidden layers and strictly one output. However, there can be an arbitrary
amount of layers and outputs. Thus,

ŷ = f(
K∑
i=0

σhi + bh)

σhi =
K∑
i=0

σ(h−1)i + bh−1

(2.3)

where h = {a ∈ N | a ≤ H}, k = {b ∈ N | b ≤ K}, and H and K denote
the number of hidden layers and neurons, respectively. The output of
the first hidden layer neuron will be according to Equation (2.1). The
power of DNNs lies in combining arbitrary amounts and types of neu-
rons, hidden layers, activation functions, and weights in order to express
a wide variety of nuanced nonlinear systems. This fact is strengthened by
the universal approximation theorem, which states that a feed-forward
neural network can approximate any continuous function with some mild

4Feed-forward refers to the fact that the connections between neurons are simplex,
i.e. they cannot communicate both ways.
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assumptions, according to the work in [27]. In this thesis, DNNs will pri-
marily be used as function approximators, where a certain input shall be
mapped to a certain output as well as possible, as per standard super-
vised learning theory. These function approximators can be interpreted
as black boxes; however, they are merely combinations of neurons and
activation functions constructed in such a way that a certain loss func-
tion during training and testing was minimized, which in the case of this
thesis was the mean squared error (MSE).

w00x0

w01x1

...
w0nxn

b0 b1

σ11

σ12

σ13

...

σ1k

Hidden
layer 1

b2

σ21

σ22

σ23

...

σ2k

Hidden
layer 2

f(·) ŷ

Input
layer

Output
layer

Figure 2.2: Illustration of a DNN with two hidden layers, n inputs and
k neurons per hidden layer. Each edge has a corresponding weight asso-
ciated with it, wij. The bias is denoted by bi.

There exists a multitude of DNN architectures, such as convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), etc., all with
their own advantages and uniquenesses, such dimensionality reduction for
CNNs and memory saving capabilities for RNNs. However, in the scope
of this thesis, only feed-forward architectures will be considered.
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2.2 Markov Decision Processes
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are a mathematical framework, that
RL agents operate within. It quantifies the environment and the overar-
ching objective and is represented by the tuple (S,A,P ,R, γ, T ). These
quantities are defined as follows:

• State Space S: The space spanned by all possible states that the
agent can find itself in, i.e. s ∈ S. For instance, in CRM, the
Recency, Frequency and Monetary value (RFM) metrics have been
found in [20] to be a suitable set of features to profile customer
behavior. These variables can be either continuous or discrete,
with the former rendering an infinitely large state space.

• Action Space A: The space spanned by all executable actions, i.e.
an action a is drawn from the action space, a ∼ A. The action
space can also be either continuous or discrete.

• State Dynamics P : The dynamics constitute the transition prob-
abilities between states, given an action. p(s′ | s, a) = P{St = s′ |
St−1 = s, At−1 = a}.

• Cumulative Long-term Reward R: A transition in the environ-
ment will mandate an immediate, instantial reward rt(st, at), which
summed over a complete decision process yields the discounted cu-
mulative long-term reward: RT = ∑T

t=0 γ
trt(st, at).

• Time Horizon T : The time horizon constitutes the lifetime of an
episode or trajectory, which is the total number of transitions be-
fore the decision process terminates. If T → ∞ then the MDP is
denoted as continuing; otherwise, it is episodic.

• Discount Factor γ ∈ [0, 1): The rate that the future is discounted
by. If γ = 0, the agent is thoroughly myopic; that is, it is only
concerned with immediate rewards. As γ → 1, the agent becomes
more farsighted by regarding future rewards higher. However, γ 6=
1 as this would imply a diverging expected reward for continuing
MDPs.

• Policy π: A policy, denoted as π, is a mapping from states to
probabilities of selecting each possible action, π(a|s). An optimal
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policy π∗ maps states to the best possible action in that state for
the long-term reward.

The objective function to solve for in MDPs, using the notation above,
is thus,

max
a∈A

E[
∞∑
t=0

γtrt(st, at)] (2.4)

maximizing the expected discounted cumulative reward over the action
space. An estimate of the expected return under a certain policy π is the
state-action value function, mathematically expressed as:

Qπ(s, a) = Eπ[
∞∑
t=0

γtrt(st, at) | st = s, at = a] (2.5)

where Qπ(s, a) is the expected long-term reward in state s and taking
action a. The sought-after optimal policy becomes,

π∗ = arg max
a∈A

Qπ(s, a)⇐⇒ Q∗(s, a) = max
π

Qπ(s, a) (2.6)

where ∗ denotes optimality, according to [4], [20]. If the state dynam-
ics P is known a priori, then no learning procedure needs to take place
as the optimal policy can already be obtained for both continuing and
episodic MDPs, by the use of dynamic programming (DP) and the Bell-
man equation developed by Richard Bellman in 1957, in [28]. As such,
RL problems involve circumstances where the dynamics are unknown,
such as in CRM where there is no rigorous or quantitative model for
customers behavior, and therefore either need to be approximated or en-
tirely omitted. Function-based methods, such as Q-learning or SARSA,
achieve the latter by directly learning the state-action value function and
consequently derive the optimal policy, as per Equation (2.6).

2.2.1 The Markov Property
The Markov Property is the glue that keeps the mathematical foundation
of RL together. It states that the probability of reaching st and rt is
merely and fully dependent on the preceding state st−1 and action at−1,
according to [4, Ch. 3]. More succinctly, the entire past is encapsulated
in the current state:

P (Xn = xn | Xn−1 = xn−1, ...,X0 = x0) = P (Xn = xn | Xn−1 = xn−1).
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Most systems can typically be modeled Markovian and are therefore of-
ten assumed as such, as long as the definition of the present state in-
cludes all necessary information. One such example is CRM, which in
the work of [20], [29] were successful at modeling customer relationships
as Markov chains using RFM metrics. This was found to be a represen-
tative enough state space to explain customer behavior. This framework
will be expanded upon in Chapter 3.

2.2.2 Q-learning
In 1989, the breakthrough work presented in [30] was developed, yield-
ing one of the earliest forms of model-free learning, namely Q-learning,
which is an off-policy temporal difference (TD) control algorithm. Prior
practice used Monte Carlo-based methods, which would perform step
updates to its estimate of the state-action value function after the end
of every episode or trajectory. This made the learning process naturally
very time-consuming, and for continuing MDPs practically impossible.
Alternatively, utilizing TD learning instead gave the agent the possibility
to learn by bootstrapping from the current estimate of the state-action
value function, and thereby learn after each transition. The updating
mechanism of Q-learning is as follows:

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α[rt+1 + γmax
b
Q(st+1, b)−Q(st, at)] (2.7)

where α denotes an appropriate step-size. The term scaled by α is known
as the TD error.

Off-policy refers to the fact that the agent is learning, independent of
the policy being followed. This decouples the planning and learning parts
of the agent, and is even seen in Equation (2.7) as per maxbQ(st+1, b),
implies that the Q-value will be updated assuming that the greediest
action is taken at the next step, st+1. This means that any random
behavior policy can be used, stochastically visiting all state-action pairs,
and the optimal policy will theoretically still be found eventually. In
common practice, however, ε-greedy behavior policy is most often used,
which is as follows:

πε =

arg maxaQ(s, a), w.p. 1− ε
U(A), w.p. ε

(2.8)

where ε is commonly small such that the greediest action is most often
taken, but with probability ε of exploration. The optimal policy will
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be obtained when the Q-learning algorithm has converged, which oc-
curs when no new information is obtained after visiting each state-action
pairs. The Q-learning algorithm is given in Algorithm 1, according to
the original paper in [30].

Algorithm 1: Q-learning
Inputs : state s, action a, reward r, next state s′, time step t
Output : Q(s, a)→ Q∗(s, a)
Parameters: α ∈ (0, 1], γ ∈ [0, 1), small ε, episode e, horizon T

1 Initialize Q(s, a) = 0 ∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ A
2 foreach e do
3 Initialize inputs
4 while t ≤ T do
5 a ∼ πε(a|s)
6 Take action a, observe r and s′
7 Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) +α[rt+1 + γmaxbQ(st+1, b)−Q(st, at)]
8 s← s′

9 t← t+ 1
10 end
11 end

2.3 Deep Reinforcement Learning
In the tabular case above, the Q-learning algorithm will only converge
when no new information is gained by visiting state-action pairs, i.e.
when all state-action combinations have been exhausted. A problem
arises, however, if the state space is comprised of continuous variables
as this implies an infinite amount of states to visit. This complexity is
significantly escalated if there are several continuous variables constitut-
ing S. Instead, a deep feed-forward neural network can be used as a
function approximator of the state-action value function using the states
as inputs. This notion of using function approximators, both linear and
nonlinear, to approximate Q∗(s, a) has thoroughly been analyzed in [31]
in 1997, where nonlinear approximators were deemed too unreliable due
to instability and divergence of DNNs. This was, however, addressed in
[19], which proposed the Deep Q-Network (DQN) algorithm using DNNs
as function approximators of the state-action value function.
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2.3.1 Deep Q-Network
A DQN is a feed-forward MLP that takes a state s and outputs the
state-action value function for each individual action (see Figure 2.3),
i.e. a vector of all the Q-values for the input state and all executable
actions. This parameterization is denoted as Q(s, a; θt) where θt are the
parameters of the network, i.e.

θ = {Wi}i∈h ∪ {Bi}i∈h (2.9)

and W ∈ Rki−1×ki and B ∈ Rki are the set of weights and biases for
the number of neurons ki in layer i of the number of hidden layers h for
discretized time step t. If the state and action spaces are spanned by n
and m dimensions, respectively, then Q(s, a; θt) : Rn → Rm.

With this framework, the loss function that is to be minimized when
training the DQN, is the mean-squared Bellman error (MSBE):

J(θt) = E(st,at,rt,st+1)[(yt −Q(st, at; θt))2] (2.10)

where
yt = rt+1 + γmax

b
Q(st+1, b; θt). (2.11)

The updating mechanism with respect to the network parameters is thus:

θt+1 = θt + α[yt −Q(st, at; θt)]∇θtQ(st, at; θt) (2.12)

It shall be noted that Equation (2.12) this is technically the semi-gradient
of Equation (2.10), the reasoning for this being computational ease and
feasibility. Furthermore, Equation (2.12) resembles stochastic gradient
descent (SGD), updating the current parameterized state-action value
function towards a target value yt. The further benefit of this is that SGD
is already a well-established tool in the supervised learning framework
and therefore easy to implement, as per the methodology in [19].

However, the work presented in [19] proposed two main contributions
that drastically made this framework more viable and reliable: namely,
experience replay and a target network.

Experience replay is a biologically inspired mechanism according to
the studies in [32], [33], where experiences et = (st, at, rt, st+1) are sam-
pled at random over a memory buffer B = {e1, ..., et}. This procedure
of randomly sampling from B when conducting the learning step as per
Equation (2.7) removes correlations between observation sequences, as
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consecutive experiences are inherently strongly correlated, thereby re-
ducing the variance of updates and thus smoothing the total learning
process of the DQN, according to [19].

A target network on the other hand is an exact copy of the online
network, noted rather as Q(s, a; θ−); however, its parameters are kept
fixed for all time steps expect τ , where the target network gets updated to
the parameters of the online network, θ−τ ← θτ . The target network can
be seen as a dummy network, whose purpose is to stay static, meanwhile
the online network θ gets updated. These two contributions, alter the
above equation slightly. The loss function that is to be minimized is
rather:

J(θt) = E(st,at,rt,st+1)∼U(B)[(yt −Q(st, at; θt))2] (2.13)

with
yt = rt+1 + γmax

b
Q(st+1, b; θ−t ). (2.14)

yielding the same semi-gradient update for θ as in Equation (2.12); how-
ever, using Equation (2.14) instead of Equation (2.11). Utilizing these
steps instead rendered this framework feasible and attained superhuman
performance in some domains in [19].

To summarize, this DQN framework presents a way of overcoming
continuous state spaces using deep neural networks as function approx-
imators of the state-action value function, thereby the name deep rein-
forcement learning. However, this requires a learning procedure where
the DQN is trained to minimize the MSBE and approximate the Q-values
correctly. An optimal policy can be extracted by taking the argument
maximum of the trained DQN with respect to the state s. It shall be
noted that this framework still demands a discretized action space.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a DQN with one hidden layer. The state vector
[s0, ..., sn]T = s, is given as an input to the DNN, with each output neuron
corresponding to the state-action value function for each action, given the
input.



Chapter 3

Methodology

All models are approximations. Essentially, all models are
wrong, but some are useful. However, the approximate nature
of the model must always be borne in mind. – Box, G in [34].

Ideally, any agent seeking optimal control should operate on the actual,
real system or environment. However, this is not feasible in the scope of
this thesis, as it would be too time-demanding and costly to try to eval-
uate on the actual product for an essentially unproven concept. Instead,
the methodology of creating a synthetic environment to generate realis-
tic interactions, which the agent can learn from, was followed, as per the
work in [17]. This synthetic environment is modeled as a feed-forward
DNN, as per the theme of this thesis.

3.1 Customer Behavior and Current Business
Strategy

Before any kind of optimization can be accomplished, the underlying cus-
tomer behavior and the current CRM strategy needs to be understood
first. This can be achieved by utilizing the data on the customer activity,
which has been stored since the date of registration for each individual
customer. Each time instance of customer activity, e.g. depositing means
onto their account, finishing a game session, etc., is logged and times-
tamped. The features of the stored information are described in Table 1.1
in Chapter 1. These raw data points are somewhat abstruse and do not
say much alone; therefore, they can be combined to yield greater insight,
as per the following metrics, following the notation of Chapter 1:

23
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• Longevity: Number of days since registration.

• Recency: Average number of days between customer activities.

• Cash Flow: Average deposits minus average withdrawals: m2−m8.

• Customer Winnings: Average cash winnings plus average bonus
conversions minus cash turnovers: m7 +m0 −m5.

• Bonus Frequency: Average frequency of dispensing bonus means.

• Bonus Sum: Average sum of bonus means.

With these metrics at hand, the heatmap in Figure 3.1 could be derived.
This heatmap represents the features of the customer behavior and the
current CRM strategy at the company. This visualization was accom-
plished using self-organizing maps, which is an unsupervised learning
technique where multidimensional space is condensed into many two di-
mensional plots where similar customer behaviour is clustered together,
following the methodology in [20].

Figure 3.1: Heatmap of feature of customer behavior. Color intensity
corresponds to numerical value of the corresponding feature, i.e. red is
higher and blue is lower.

In Figure 3.1 the correlations between the different quantities are illus-
trated. It is important to note that the regions of the map correspond
the exact same customer behavior throughout all the quantities, i.e. the
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bottom-left corner depicts the same customer behavior for all plots. By
way of illustration—and using the same bottom-left corner—customers
with high recency, which means their average activity sessions are far
apart in time and colored red in the map, are also customers with high
longevity, meaning that they have been a player for a long period of time
and also colored red in the map, which is an intuitive correlation exem-
plified. A high recency cannot exist without a high longevity; therefore,
there are no regions where recency is red and longevity is blue.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the promotional action on the part of
the business is the dispensing of bonus means to customers. In Fig-
ure 3.1, this is visualized in both frequency and total value, as per the
last two plots. These two plots illustrate the current CRM strategy in
regard to dispensing bonus means. Firstly, the frequency and total sum
are not directly correlated, meaning that a customer who is often given
bonuses is not necessarily given the most and vice versa. Futhermore,
customers with high cash or bonus turnovers are generally target with
many bonuses; however, customers with high monetary activity, i.e. ei-
ther high winnings or cash flows, are instead relatively infrequently re-
warded with larger bonuses. In Figure 3.1, the complexity and nuance
in the company’s already-existing CRM strategy is demonstrated, which
is reasonable due to the sensitive and fickle nature of bonuses. Merely
the total sum of the dispensing of bonus means will be executable by the
RL agent in the forthcoming agent development, due to the frequency of
bonuses being fixed to one week for the viability of our modeling pur-
poses.

3.2 Environment Modeling
The aforementioned part illustrates the current CRM situation at the
company; however, it does not yield any dynamic information of which
an RL framework can be built upon. For this reason, an artificial en-
vironment that mimics customer behavior is needed to be designed and
modeled. This can be accomplished by using the stored raw data points
on customer behavior, which a DNN can utilize to train on predicting
the transition of every feature in Table 1.1, i.e. St to St+1, for a certain
temporal resolution. The features in Table 1.1 would be aggregated over
the resolution period and fed into the DNN, which would predict the ag-
gregated features of the coming period. This can be repeated to emulate
a lifetime of a customer at the company.
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The temporal resolution was chosen to one week, as this gave enough
granular control to the agent as well as enough time for the effects of an
action by the agent to take place and stabilize. This is analogous to the
settling time of a step response in a control theory circumstance. The
psychological studies reported in [35], [36] found that memory capability
in humans has an exponential decay over time, with most models having
the negative unit of seconds in the exponent, rendering one week an
adequate time interval to conclude that the response to an action or
the action being forgotten is ensured. This is known as the forgetting
curve model of memory in psychology, and a necessary assumption for
the purposes of modeling the environment.

3.2.1 Temporal Contamination
An issue with aggregating over a time period is temporal contamina-
tion. Any kind of aggregation runs the risk of losing granularity, and
for this thesis that implied losing the distinction between correlation and
causation. Figure 3.2 illustrates a window into the lifetime of a generic
customer. By aggregating raw data points weekly, the notion of what
came first, the promotion or the activity, is lost, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.2 from time t− 1 to time t. This has a tremendous impact on the
agent later, as it might learn correlations and yield suboptimal policies.
For example, a highly-engaged customer might generate a lot of activity
autonomously but then given a promotion at the end of the aggregat-
ing period as a reward. By aggregating, the promotion gets erroneously
credited for the boost in activity, when it was actually the opposite. Such
activity is illustrated in Figure 3.2 from time t + 1 onwards. If this is
picked up by the agent, it might wastefully give promotions to customers
that do not need them, and thereby a sub-optimal policy is generated
due to mismodeling of the environment. Therefore, sequences such as the
one from time t to time t + 1 in Figure 3.2 are ideal, as this illustrates
a pure step response in our environment under the forgetting curve as-
sumption above, and any kind of miscrediting would not transpire, as
the causation is temporally transparent.
To address the problem of temporal contamination, the dataset for train-
ing the environment model was filtered to include only those instances
where strictly one promotional action was given per aggregating period,
prior to any customer activity for the said period. Furthermore, only
depositing customers were included in the dataset as the purpose behind
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of temporal contamination when aggregating raw
data points. a, s stand for promotional action and customer activity,
respectively.

the environment was to model customer activity and non-depositing cus-
tomers constitute majority nonactive behavior, which is not of interest
in the scope of this thesis.

3.2.2 Actuation Mechanism
To be able to properly use the DNN in transitioning between states, the
signals that constitute the environment and their relation to one another
need to be firstly reexamined. As per Section 1.3 the signals that consti-
tute the environment are according to Equation (1.3). The state vector
st denotes the feature values of Table 1.1 for time t. The actuation mech-
anism, which is to be designed in this section, shall propagate St to St+1
in a as realistic manner as possible. To do this, the constituting signals
need to be considered first. The mean vector mt is essential in retaining
the Markov property of the environment, as it indirectly encapsulates
the activity from sign-up to time instance t for that customer. This is
an extension of the methodology presented in [18]. However, mt is de-
terministically dependent on the state vector st, as it technically is its
cumulative moving average of each feature, and therefore does not need
to be predicted but rather needs to be appropriately updated for each
time step the environment propagates. The updating mechanism for the
mean vector mt is illustrated in line 3 of Algorithm 2.

However, all of this is futile if the customer has ceased activity, i.e.
churned, which the churn feature ct indicates. This feature is inherently
boolean and therefore the environment model will need a binary classi-
fication for churn. In this regard, the environment will be designed to
predict the probability of churn for the next time step ĉt+1 and a thresh-
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old based on an optimal F1-measure score will determine ĉt+1’s boolean
value. The F-measure is defined as,

Fβ = (1 + β2) precision · recall
β2 · precision + recall (3.1)

where precision is the proportion of true positives of the actual results
and recall is the proportion of true positives of the predicted result, and β
denotes the weighting between the two according to [37]. The harmonic
mean of the two metrics, the F1-measure, is thus defined as,

F1 = 2 · precision(θ) · recall(θ)
precision(θ) + recall(θ) (3.2)

where θ denotes the threshold. The optimal threshold is thereby Θ =
arg maxF1. The F1-metric was chosen specifically due to its harmonic
nature in weighting both precision and recall equally. For more informa-
tion regarding conventional binary classification methodology, see [37].
This threshold thus determines whether the customer will have its fea-
tures updated or not, and is illustrated in line 5 of Algorithm 2. The full
updating mechanism of the environment is demonstrated in the following
Algorithm.

Algorithm 2: Environment updating scheme
1 Initialize signals s0,m0, c0, a0
2 Initialize policy π
3 Initialize network parameters θ, Fĉ(·; θ) and Fŝ(·; θ)
4 foreach t do
5 ct+1 = Fĉ(st,mt, ct, at; θ)
6 at ∼ π(at | st)
7 if ct+1 ≤ Θ then
8 st+1 = Fŝ(st,mt, ct, at; θ)
9 mt+1 = tmt+s

t+1t+1
10 end
11 end

The network functions Fĉ(·; θ) and Fŝ(·; θ) are the outputs of the DNN,
which is parameterized by θ, for the churn feature c and state vector s,
respectively.1 A holistic illustration of the actuation mechanism is given
in Figure 3.3.

1The · notation is a filler for the inputs.
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Figure 3.3: Black box illustration of environment model.

Where
ŝt+1 = Fŝ(st,mt, ct, at; θ)
ĉt+1 = Fĉ(st,mt, ct, at; θ)

(3.3)

however, these predictions are taken as true transitions in lines 5 and 8 in
Algorithm 2, as the DNN is seen as an approximation of the true under-
lying actuation mechanism. It shall be noted that when this synthetic
environment has been trained, then it will be deterministic. The lack
of stochastic inputs, which simplifies the learning process for the forth-
coming agent, is a contentious assertion as it claims that user behavior
is static and stationary. Furthermore, as each instance of a synthetic
customer will be instantiated in the same manner, i.e. all feature values
set to zero, the trajectory of customer lifetimes will more or less follow
similar paths, entirely dependent on the action at.

To conclude the environment, the lifetime of an average depositing
customer, as the DNN will be trained on instances of all customers that
fulfill the data filtering criteria in Section 3.2.1, can be simulated by it-
eratively inputting the predicted output of the environment for a certain
amount of time steps, according to the scheme of Algorithm 2. As our
objective function is the 2-year LTV, as per Section 1.3, then the envi-
ronment needs to propagate for 104 times per customer lifetime, as the
temporal resolution is weekly.
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3.3 Reinforcement Learning Agent
An agent seeking optimal control can be establish now that an artificial
environment has been derived. The theory presented in Section 2.3 gives
a sufficient enough framework for an optimal agent to be devised; how-
ever, some improvements specific to task at hand are in order. Firstly the
limitation of demanding a discretized action space when using DQNs is
not too cumbersome or challenging, as approximately 97% of all rounded
actions conducted by the company are within zero to twenty euros. This
means that an action space as per the following:

A = {0 ≤ a ≤ 20 | a ∈ Z} (3.4)

is a reasonable approximation of the span of the company’s action space;
where a = 0 denotes the null action, i.e. the lack of action on the part
of company and the cardinality |A| = 21. The necessary improvements
will be described in the following.

3.3.1 Double Deep Q-Network
The first improvement from the original methodology presented in [19]
implemented in this thesis is the use of double Q-learning, which was
proposed in [38]. Double Q-learning refers to taking the argument of the
maximum of the target network as the action in the TD error calculation
of the online network. Mathematically, this yields:

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α[rt+1 + γQ(st+1, arg maxbQ(st+1, b))−Q(st, at)] (3.5)

which is different to the standard Q-learning TD update in Equation (2.7).
By using Equation (3.5) instead, overestimation of the Q-values during
the training process is minimized as the TD error is limited by taking
the argument of the maximum of the target network, as seen in Equa-
tion (3.5), instead of directly taking the maximum as in Equation (2.7).
These large TD errors often arise from noise and other domain-specific
reasons, which could easily arise in our synthetic environment. There-
fore, double Q-learning was utilized and seen in line 16–17 in Algorithm
3
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3.3.2 Combined Experience Replay
The final improvement from the original approach in [19] implemented in
this thesis, apart from utilizing double Q-learning as elaborated above,
is the use of combined experience replay (CER). The authors of [39] pro-
posed CER as a means to curb problems that may arise from poorly
tuned memory buffer sizes, which was already lifted in [19]. CER entails
sampling the most recent experience as a part of the otherwise uniformly
sampled experience minibatch. This is illustrated in lines 13–14 in Algo-
rithm 3. This simple addition, which is merely anO(1) operation, showed
faster convergence for nonlinear function approximators as the most re-
cent experience is immediately incorporated in the next time step update
and as such lessens the influence of the memory buffer size, as opposed to
the standard approach in [19]. However, CER is not as sophisticated as
prioritized experience replay (PER), as elaborated in [40]. PER suffers
from higher computational demand, with an added O(log(N)) compu-
tational cost for memory buffer size N . Therefore, CER was instead
implemented in a proactive way to mitigate potentially mistuned hyper-
parameters, specifically the memory buffer size, which could arise due to
the unknown nature of the synthetic environment.
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3.3.3 Algorithm of Final Agent
Algorithm 3 succinctly concludes the RL agent used in this thesis. It is
heavily based on the theoretical framework given in Section 2.3, with the
improvements from above included. It illustrates the procedure used to
obtain a convergent DQN, which can be used to derive an optimal policy
as seen in Equation (2.6).

Algorithm 3: Double DQN algorithm with CER
Inputs : state s, action a, reward r, next state s′
Output : Q(s, a)→ Q∗(s, a)
Parameters: α ∈ (0, 1], γ ∈ [0, 1), small ε, episode length T ,

episode e, updating frequency τ , memory capacity N
1 Initialize memory buffer B with capacity N
2 Initialize main network with random weights θ

3 Initialize target network with weights θ− = θ

4 foreach e do
5 Initialize inputs
6 while t ≤ T do
7 a ∼ πε(a|s) ;
8 Take action a, observe r and s′
9 Store experience (s, a, r, s′) in B
10 if len(B) < N then
11 return
12 end
13 Sample k − 1 experiences from B uniformly
14 as well as the most recent experience in B (CER)
15 for i ∈ [1, k] do

16 yi =

ri, if e ends in s′

Equation (2.14), else
17 θ ← θ + α[yi −Q(si, ai; θ)]∇θQ(si, ai; θ)
18 end
19 Set θ− ← θ every τ steps
20 end
21 end
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3.4 Benchmarks
To be able to put the results of the RL-based business policy into per-
spective, some business policy benchmarks are needed. Firstly, three
simplistic rule-based policies will be established, namely: a docile, an ag-
gressive and a random agent. The docile agent dispenses the minimum
amount at each time step, i.e. min(A) = 0 ∀ t, and the aggressive agent
dispenses the maximum amount at each time step, i.e. max(A) = 20 ∀ t,
whereas the random agent dispenses a uniformly random amount at each
time step, i.e. U(A) ∀ t. These rule-based policies are by design trivial
and are of no real business merit. Therefore, three more business policies
are to be used as benchmarks, namely: an oracle, a sophisticated and a
business agent. As the environment was devised by us, the best possible
policy could be derived by brute force, which corresponds to the oracle
agent. The sophisticated agent is the best possible performance achieved
by us authors after attaining knowledge of the domain, i.e. the policy
of the engineers behind this thesis. Lastly and most importantly is the
business agent, which is the state-of-the-art business policy run by the
CRM team at the company. The average 2 year-LTV will be attained
for each and every benchmark using the synthetic environment such that
they can be fairly compared and contrasted.



Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter, the results from the environment modeling as well as the
RL agent development will be presented. For the environment, attention
has been placed on the training performance in regard to MSE, prediction
error in the actuation mechanism, as well as the binary classification
performance for the churn feature. For the agent, attention has been
placed on the convergence of Q-values, episodic reward, and a comparison
between the benchmarks, as described in Section 3.4, and the RL-based
business policy.

4.1 Environment
In this section, the results from training the environment is presented.
The training dataset that was used, was comprised of a total of 638, 107
unique depositing customers, who generated a total of 6, 101, 078 data
points, amassing 1.93 GB of training data. The data points were made
up of 85 percent non-active samples, i.e. samples were a null action
was given, and 15 percent active samples, where customers were given
a non-zero amount of bonus means. The training and validation ratio
was 95:5 of the total dataset. The validation error, which is the MSE
over all numerical features, of the best training sequence is presented in
Figure 4.1.

34
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Figure 4.1: Validation error over 200k training steps for the best envi-
ronment. Smoothing is of the 99th percentile.

The results from Figure 4.1 show that the environment model converged
already after approximately 150, 000 steps, with the remaining steps fo-
cused on fine-tuning. Despite attaining a small MSE, this value is over all
features and only gives a holistic view. The predictive performance of the
trained model for each individual feature is presented in Table 4.1, where
deviation from the true mean and true standard deviation in percent is
given for each output as well as their root-mean-square error (RMSE).
The output corresponds to ŝt+1 given st and compared to st+1, using the
notations of Chapter 1. This comparison was naturally conducted on the
validation set.
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Features (st+1) | x̄−ˆ̄x
x̄
| [%] |σx−σx̂

σx
| [%] RMSE

bonus_convert_next 20 89.4 7.92
bonus_loss_next 29.9 24.4 1.73
deposit_next 1.73 54.9 29.6
session_duration_next 2.5 47.9 5271
turnover_bonus_next 9.92 30.3 41.6
turnover_cash_next 7 68.4 238.8
winning_bonus_next 4.4 46 44.9
winning_cash_next 7.2 71.2 235.6
withdrawal_next 0.33 82.6 37.7

Table 4.1: Absolute percentage error of mean and standard deviation be-
tween trained model and validation set as well as RMSE for each feature
in Table 1.1.

Table 4.1 elaborates on the predictive power of the model for ŝt+1. These
tabular results illustrate that the model encapsulated the mean of the pre-
dicted feature better than the standard deviation. However, this yields
no information on the churn feature c, as binary classification is nec-
essary for that. In Figure 4.2, the precision, recall and their harmonic
mean F1-score of the classifier can be seen over different thresholds. The
optimal threshold, which corresponds to the highest F1-score, is therefore
Θ = 0.212 seen in Figure 4.2a. The results shown in Figure 4.2 illustrate
the trade-off between precision and recall when choosing an appropriate
threshold. The choice needs to be pertinent to the task at hand, which in
our case involved weighting both metrics equally. The highest F1-score
that was obtained was F1(Θ) = 0.448. This value might seem low, how-
ever is approximately four times better than if customer churn was based
on a coin flip. This is expanded upon in Chapter 5.
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(a) F1-score over different thresholds. (b) Precision over recall curve.

(c) Precision over different thresholds. (d) Recall over different thresholds.

Figure 4.2: Plots of churn prediction. Red line depicts optimal threshold:
Θ = 0.212.

4.2 Agent
In this section, the results from training the agent and its performance
are presented. The training procedure consisted of implementing Algo-
rithm 3, using the hyperparameters available in Appendix A. The choice
of parameters were inspired by the work in [19], with slight alterations
to fit the purposes of this thesis. Furthermore, the decay of the ε-greedy
behavior policy during the training process of each and every configu-
ration is presented in Figure 4.3. The agent was fixed to three hidden
layers, with alternating amount of neurons per layer. This choice was
made as this was the minimal amount of layers before undesirable per-
formance was achieved and was not as sensitive as changing the number
of neuron units. Please note that one episode of training is equivalent to
one lifetime of the synthetic customer, i.e. 104 weeks.
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Figure 4.3: Decay of epsilon. Linear annealment from 1 to 0.1 over 375
episodes, kept fixed thereafter.

4.2.1 Average Q-Values
As elaborated upon in Section 2.3, the stability of the parameters of
a DQN θ is indicative of how far the learning process has progressed,
where a converged DQN implies a fully-learned agent and Q∗(s, a) has
been attained. To monitor the network, a testbed of 104, 000 experiences
e (1000 lifetimes) under a uniformly random policy were generated and
stored, prior to any learning taking place. A uniformly random policy is
necessary such that a fair and representative set of all possible states is
obtained, as this testbed is supposed to be a representation of the total
state space. For each update step of the DQN, the DQN will evaluate
the testbed and the maximum Q-value for each experience e will be
stored. These maximum Q-values will thereafter be averaged over all
the experiences. This value will be indicative of the convergence of the
agent, as a convergent DQN will maintain a stable value as it has learned
what to do in the static experiences of the testbed. The convergence of
the DQN agent can be seen in Figure 4.4. The testbed is analogous to a
validation set in conventional supervised learning terminology.
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Figure 4.4: Average discounted reward over number of training episodes.

4.2.2 Episodic reward
The convergence of the agent is merely an indicator of the progress of
training the agent, not the performance of the agent. For this reason, the
episodic reward, which is the cumulative reward collected of a lifetime,
is presented for each training episode. The reward is the LTV, as per
Section 1.3; however, in the episodic reward case, it is undiscounted
as it is summed over each step the agent interacts with the artificial
environment. The performance of the agent is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Episodic reward over number of training episodes.

4.3 Policy Comparison
The results in Figure 4.5 are not fully representative of the absolute peak
performance of the agent as an ε-greedy control is maintained throughout
the training process, as shown in Figure 4.3. For this reason, the policy
of the best performing agent is stored when the training is complete and
its average 2-year LTV is obtained by letting the optimal agent’s policy
run over another 1000 lifetimes.1 This value is then comparable to the
benchmarks, elaborated in Section 3.4, such that the average 2-year LTV
of the RL-based business policy is able to be put into context.

The three rule-based benchmarks underperform significantly due to
their simplistic nature. Interestingly, the aggressive agent obtained an
average 2-year LTV of zero, implying that the agent churned the synthetic
customer at the start of each lifetime. The DQN agent obtained a near-
optimal policy, attaining 2-year LTV slightly smaller than the oracle
agent. With prolonged training, the DQN is presumed to have converged
to the oracle.

1Note that this subset is entirely different from the testbed, as the agent maintains
control of the trajectory and not a uniformly random policy.
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Figure 4.6: Average 2-year LTVs under different policies.

4.4 Policy Visualization
To comprehend the difference in approach regarding CRM between the
agent and business, the heatmap in Figure 4.7 was derived. This visual-
izes the different features that are important for both policies, and what
they weight differently. This heatmap is to be understood in the same
manner as Figure 3.1; however, it is not comparable due to the data
filtering step, which entirely changed the dataset by removing outliers
and solely including depositing customer as described in Section 3.2.1.
This filtering and aggregating phase, stripped the data of recency and
longevity, as in Figure 3.1, and were instead replaced with Balance Bonus
and Balance Cash, which are simply indicators of the total amount of
monetary balance a customer has at a certain point in time.

In Figure 4.7, the difference in prioritization of customers in dispens-
ing bonus means is illustrated by the distinct nuclei of the two policies.
Furthermore, the spread and width of the nuclei differ significantly be-
tween the two, illustrating a different approach in targeting as well.
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Figure 4.7: Heatmap of DQN and business policy over features. Color
temperature corresponds to numerical value.



Chapter 5

Discussion

In this chapter, the results from the environment modeling and agent
development will be discussed. Furthermore, how these results pertain
to the goals of the thesis and potential ethical implications will also be
highlighted.

5.1 Environment
The results of training the environment were convergent and attained
the predictive capability shown in Table 4.1. The deviations in mean be-
tween the model and validation data for each individual feature were
relatively low. Some features were less aligned than others, such as
bonus_convert and bonus_loss, which could be due to the stochastic
nature in which players are able to convert the bonus means into its valid
counterpart. However, this is countered by the fact that winning_bonus
and winning_cash also are stochastic in nature, but attained smaller
deviations in the mean value. Howbeit, the two former features are pre-
dominately near zero-valued in the dataset, which can be seen by their
significantly small RMSE values but larger mean errors compared to the
smaller mean errors but larger RMSE values for the latter two features.
By being near zero-valued, the predictive capabilities are worsened, since
a small amount of non-zero samples are available for training, leading to
the lack-luster results.

The differences in the standard deviation in Table 4.1 were signifi-
cantly larger and in many ways expected, due to the regression toward
the mean phenomenon. As our model is iteratively learning and improv-
ing its sample-by-sample predictions, it is thereby regressing toward the

43
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mean of the training set. This shortcoming is, however, not crucial, as
long as the experimental, exploratory nature of this undertaking is borne
in mind. Customer behavior is sporadic, dynamic, and eccentric and it
is therefore unreasonable to expect to accurately predict the behavior of
individual customers, especially given the inherently random nature of
gambling. Therefore, it is more pertinent to focus on the average cus-
tomer, which the small errors in the mean value of the features indicate
the model is sufficiently good at doing. It is worth noting, however, that
the absolute percentage error in the mean and the standard deviation
shown in Table 4.1 are holistic comparisons, meaning that the mean of
the predictive model over the whole validation set is compared to the
true mean of this validation set. The RMSEs, in contrast, are individual
inaccuracies for each sample in the validation set summed together. This
gives an insight from both a big picture and individual sample perspec-
tive.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the classification capability of the churn feature
ĉt+1. The Fβ score is the most apt summary, as by examining precision
or recall in isolation can lead to misleading conclusions, such as a higher
threshold for a greater precision, which completely neglects recall. This
argument concerns accuracy as well, as an unbalanced dataset, where
one outcome is significantly over-represented, can lead to misleadingly
high accuracy scores. However, as Figure 4.2 demonstrates, the classifi-
cation performance of the model is not particularly impressive, attaining
a maximal score of F1(Θ) = 0.448. To put this score in perspective, by
simply determining if a customer has churned based on a coin flip, i.e.
completely arbitrarily, one attains an F1-score of 0.12.1 This shows that
there is some sophistication around our classifier. Furthermore, the churn
feature was included to add complexity to the environment, where ex-
treme actions could lead to permanent consequences, such as bombarding
customers with promotions until they permanently cease all activity—
analogous to a game over in the Atari 2600 game Breakout in [19]. In
this regard, the very fact of modeling churn mechanics was sufficient,
and this aspect was successfully captured and navigated by the agent,
i.e. the agent learned how not to churn the synthetic customer. This can
be seen in Figure 4.6, where the RL agent attains a substantially greater
average 2-year LTV compared to the aggressive agent, which churned the
synthetic customer at each time step.

1Using eq. (3.2) with precision and recall of 0.07 and 0.5, respectively, as seen in
the training set.
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The unbalanced nature of the training dataset in regards to 85 per-
cent null action transitions contra 15 percent non-null action transitions
is another important topic, one that could explain the differences in pre-
dictive capability for certain features, as per the discussion above. This
imbalance was maintained, since this represents the distribution of the
true underlying process at the company; that is, null actions are sig-
nificantly more common and thereby dominant. However, skewing the
dataset to a 50/50 split of null action and non-null action transitions
would involve solely eliminating a large portion of the null action transi-
tions, which would simply worsen the quality and richness of the model,
as a large part of training source would be removed. Furthermore, the
nuance of the model’s predictive capabilities of non-null action transi-
tions would likely not improve, as the number of such training samples
would stay the same regardless of the balance. Therefore, an unbalanced
dataset was regarded as a viable solution.

The training and validation split ratio was also chosen with reasoning
that a larger emphasis was to be placed on obtaining a well-fitted model.
However, independent of tuning, there will always remain an irreducible
error when modeling a system. Ideally, no synthetic environment should
be utilized at all, but rather real interactions with the customers. This
naturally comes at the price of costly exploration, as the agent needs to
learn how to control this non-artifical environment, not to mention the
slew of ethical issues. There are minimal exploration techniques that can
mitigate this cost, such as the Upper Confidence Bound algorithm (UCB)
in [41]. However, mitigation does not imply elimination. Therefore, pos-
sible extensions—while maintaining a no-harm guarantee—of this work
could be exploiting recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and long short-
term memory (LSTM) techniques in order to model the environment in
a more time-series-centric manner, as per the work of [17]. Recurrent
models are also advantageous in that they can aggregate partial infor-
mation in the past, and can capture long-term dependencies, implying a
richer customers behavior model, which if the agent can pick up on, also
enriches its optimal policy derivation.

5.2 Agent
Figure 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the training process and performance of dif-
ferent agent architectures. Figure 4.4 shows the poor performance of
architectures with a smaller number of neurons, attaining larger over-
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shoots during the earlier episodes. This is reasonable as the agent is
not sufficiently powerful to learn from its environment quick enough, due
to the limiting effect of a small amount of neurons. This is also ex-
emplified in Figure 4.5 by their lacking performance in episodic reward.
Therefore, the best configuration that was tested is the 64-neuron ar-
chitecture, as it maintains a stable network, exemplified by its invariant
Q-values, and also obtains a high episodic reward. Even though the 256-
and 128-neuron configurations also performed well, there entails a risk of
overfitting with too neuron-heavy architectures. This is usually advanta-
geous in RL, as the goal is to learn to control one specific environment.
However, seeing as our environment is merely an artificial approximation,
it is safer to utilize a more generalized RL solution, as it will thereby be
more transferable to the real, genuine environment.

The most important aspect though, is the convergence of learning for
the different kinds of configurations displayed in Figure 4.4 and 4.5. The
spread in results of the agents, in regard to the neuron configuration,
also signifies that the environment is complex and nuanced enough that
a simplistic model drastically underperforms, likely due to the fact that
it cannot account for nor cope with the loss of customers due to churn,
meaning that a weaker network is indiscriminately punished. This is
also seen in Figure 4.6, where the simple benchmarks, such as docile,
aggressive, and random, severely underperform, which will be elaborated
upon in the forthcoming section.

Moreover, the fickle nature that the agent operates within is illus-
trated in Appendix B. The spread in Q-values for different actions over
different feature values demonstrates the importance of choosing wisely
in certain circumstances, as seen in Figure B.1a, and the indifference in
other circumstances, as seen in Figure B.1c. These figures further demon-
strate the nuanced nature of the designed environment, by explicating
that some features of customer behavior are more important than others
in regard to the reward function, which is evident in the spread of the
agent’s actions.

Lastly, the drawback of requiring a discretized action space for DQNs,
as mentioned in Section 3.3, is a problem worth reexploring. In the ex-
ecution of this thesis, this drawback had minimal effect due to the ease
of approximating and discretizing using Equation (3.4); however, the
domain itself is inherently continuous: the dispensing of bonus means
can take on any non-negative, continuous value. For this reason, other
techniques such as Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG) as pre-
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sented in [42] might be more suitable for this task. The DDPG method
works directly on the policy and can thereby accommodate both a con-
tinuous state and action space. For any future extensions of this work,
such techniques might be more of interest.

5.3 Comparison
Figure 4.7 illustrates the distinct differences in prioritization between
the two policies. First of all, the spread of the agent’s policy is far more
condensed than the business counterpart, which in part is due to the
data-driven and rule-based machinery behind the derivation of its pol-
icy, meaning that there are limited grey areas or half-chances where the
agent does not know how to act. Meanwhile, the business policy re-
veals its heuristic nature by having a greater and wider spread. This is
probably also one of the reasons why the agent can almost double the
average LTV over a 2-year span compared to the business policy, as seen
in Figure 4.6. A wider spread implies a larger and more varied audience
of recipients, which in all likelihood will react differently and therefore
render some promotions wasteful. This is analogous to the idea of diver-
sification in economics, where a larger spread in investments will decrease
the variance but also the potential profit. This is generally advisable, as
the underlying process is assumed stochastic, and therefore an uncorre-
lated diverse portfolio can combat this volatile nature. However, if one
single investment can accurately be predicted to be favorable, then diver-
sification is rendered fruitless. In other words, the agent in many ways
learns which basket to put all of its eggs into, instead of putting all of its
eggs into different baskets.

Furthermore, Figure 4.6 demonstrates the ability of obtaining 2-year
LTVs under different policies. As the environment was devised by us—the
specifications of the model are given in Appendix A.2—it was therefore
possible to game the environment in order to obtain the best possible
score, which is denoted by Oracle in Figure 4.6. This score was ob-
tained by reinstating the environment over all possible actions for each
time step, and thereby choosing the action that generates the highest
instantial reward from one time step to another. In other words, this
is synonymous with a myopic approach, greedily picking actions that
maximize for the next time step.2 This is dubious, as a practical imple-

2Noted Oracle as it was the best score seen throughout the execution of the thesis.
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mentation of this is not feasible due to the fact that a customer cannot
be reinstated a number of times without affect, implying that a myopic
approach most certainly would churn customers, as their risk of churning
is not taken into account by greedily picking the action that maximizes
the imminent reward. However, this does illustrate a shortcoming with
the environment: it is not nuanced enough to punish trajectories, except
by the use of churn. This implies that any policy that can avoid churn,
should merely be greedily myopic, as there is no gain in being farsighted,
which is naturally a drawback of the environment modeling rather than
an insight into customer behavior.

The benchmarks in Figure 4.6 underperformed quite significantly,
which is to be expected due to their simplistic and rule-based policy.
Surprisingly, the aggressive agent obtained a zero average 2-year LTV,
implying that the agent churned the synthetic customer at the start of
each lifetime. This is most probably due to customers who only play
to exploit a welcome bonus and immediately leave thereafter—which is
perceived as they have churned. The fact that this is captured by the
environment, which is evident by an aggressive policy failing miserably,
is a testament to quality of the environment and further illustrates that
an aggressive CRM policy achieves the opposite of its purpose.

The most interesting comparison in Figure 4.6 from a business per-
spective is the one between the agent’s and the business policy’s attained
average 2-year LTV. This diagram suggests that utilizing a data-driven,
reinforcement learning-based approach can improve net profit by approx-
imately 100 percent. This conclusion is obviously not realistic due to the
generous approximations and assumptions made during the modeling
phase. However, it illustrates rather the potential power invested in us-
ing deep RL in CRM, as merely attaining a fraction of this theoretical
improvement is a very lucrative proposition for big business; especially
considering the fact that merely the strategy behind the promotions is
different, meaning a change of mindset can have a drastic impact on one
of the most important key performance index: net profit. However, the
motivation behind this thesis was to examine the potential capability of
an optimized CRM in regard to its detriment on customers. For this
reason, it is of the utmost importance that any kind of optimization in-
cludes the well-being of customers as well, which will be expanded upon
in the coming sections.
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5.4 Limitations
The assumptions and approximations made during the execution of this
thesis were rather generous and therefore need to be carefully highlighted
and scrutinized such that the results are not exaggerated nor misinter-
preted. Obvious ones, such as the fact that both the environment and
agent were designed and constructed by us, have already been discussed.
Rather, there is a fundamental assumption made in all CRM using RFM
metrics that deserves scrutiny. To claim that customer behavior and dy-
namics are fully described by RFM, or even an extended version as in
this thesis, is questionable at best and contentious at worst. As described
in Section 2.2, the state space must fully define the environment that the
agent operates within; that is, there should be no other states than those
spanned by the state space. In many other RL applications, such envi-
ronments are well-defined—e.g. the pixels on a screen in [19]—and no
ambiguities are involved, as the agent is operating on the real, actual
system. In the domain of this thesis, the environment is not equally tan-
gible. Human behavior is sporadic, multifaceted, and varied. To claim
that it can be boiled down a couple of features is far-fetched. However,
such an assumption is necessary if any mathematical tools are to be ap-
plied, but shall nonetheless not be diminished. There are advances on
this front, such as using hidden Markov models as elaborated in [43], that
should definitely be explored in any extensions of the thesis work, as such
techniques attempt to encapsulate and reach nuances that go beyond the
signals or features that describe the state space.

Furthermore, the methodology presented in Section 3.2.1 is contentious.
The aim of achieving clean step responses, i.e. clean transitions of states
between aggregation periods, without losing granularity or skewing the
data was idealistic, but again it is a necessity for the derivation of a
mathematical model. The psychological forgetting curve model used in
the justification of the temporal decontamination measure discussed in
Section 3.2.1 is an assertive assumption on the part of this thesis, espe-
cially considering its implication that human memory is stationary and
static, i.e. that it does not change over time. However, for that reason a
longer aggregation period was chosen to include margin for unforeseen or
unquantifiable errors. This phenomenon is in itself a topic of research in
psychology, but is nonetheless a rough approximation. The largest im-
plication of this is that the temporal continuity of a customer is in many
ways lost in the modeling process, and only indirectly maintained in the
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CMAs3. This suggests that players’ behavior is independent of their
longevity at the company, which might be fair on a microscale where
transitions between sessions might be temporally independent, but on
a macroscale, this becomes questionable as customer behavior develops
over time and is fundamentally dynamic. A possible solution to this
was proposed during the modeling phase, where uniquenesses could be
maintained by including player identifiers (IDs) and week numbers as ad-
ditional input features in the training process of the environment. Alas,
this would imply a non-stationary environment where there would ex-
ist a fundamentally different model for each time step and player. This
renders any kind of RL optimization computationally infeasible, as it
demands a near-infinte amount of state-action exploration for each indi-
vidual model, making it combinatorially complex. It was for this very
reason that an average, generic, stationary environment model needed to
be derived, making it possible that an agent could even be established in
the first place.

5.5 Ethical Considerations
Any kind of optimization, especially those concerning customer relation-
ship management, demands an ethical reflection of its implications. In
the scope of this thesis, the control input of the agent was the promotional
action of dispensing bonus means to incentivize and boost customer ac-
tivity. To leverage this, to optimize for LTV, i.e. net profit, is the aim
of any company, especially those involved in the gambling industry. It
was for this reason that this thesis aimed at optimizing CRM using re-
inforcement learning, as it draws attention to the potential gain and
consequent customer harm of an optimal CRM. However, such a CRM is
avaricious and completely blind to the social engineering of its customers
and therefore still lacking in optimality from a societal perspective. The
motivation behind this thesis was to utilize a methodology, that would
be flexible enough to also accommodate customers’ well-being aside from
profitability of the company. To elaborate, the reward function in RL is
inherently versatile and flexible, implying that it can and is intented to
include far more aspects of customer behavior. A tangible example of
this, and a direct extension of this project, is the inclusion of responsi-
ble gaming metrics. These metrics are obtained in e.g. [44] using RNN

3Also the reason for their inclusion.
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and LTSM techniques that analyze customer behavior in order to deter-
mine the risk of adopting addictive or destructive patterns prior to any
such behavior being apparent. This risk can easily be incorporated in
the reward function of the RL agent, where a hefty punishment is given
whenever the agent finds a policy that promotes addictive or detrimental
conduct by the player. Such an agent is far more intelligent and lucra-
tive, as it optimizes for both economics and sustainability. However, as
this piece of research is the first of its kind in CRM, some limitations
were necessary to obtain a starting point.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the environment the agent
was learning from was entirely artificial and based on average aggregates
that characterize a generic customer rather than a specific target group.
In other words, the risk of abuse is minimal and the results of this thesis
shall be taken in context, with emphasis on deriving even more intelligent,
multifaceted and utilitarian solutions in the field of customer relationship
management, which this thesis lays the foundation for.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary
The aim of this thesis was to investigate if reinforcement learning could
be utilized to optimize customer relationship management. To do so,
an interactive environment by which an agent could learn from, needed
to be derived. This constituted the first main hurdle of this thesis. An
approximation of the environment was designed using DNNs and ob-
tained satisfactory predictive capabilities, by deviating merely a couple
percent from the true customer behavior seen in the data. With this
artificial environment at hand, an RL framework could be constructed,
more specifically double DQNs with combined experience replay. The
performance of this agent for different architecture configurations was
compared and contrasted, where a 64-neuron architecture was consid-
ered most appropriate due to its stable convergence and high episodic
reward. This agent was thereafter compared to numerous business pol-
icy benchmarks, including the state-of-the-art business policy currently
in use at the company. The agent outperformed most benchmarks. The
results of this comparison were conclusive in suggesting that optimization
by means of deep reinforcement learning was feasible, with a theoretical
improvement of approximately 100 percent in average 2-year LTV, i.e.
net profit. This suggested improvement was later scrutinized in Chap-
ter 5, but maintained a positive outlook on the future of deep reinforce-
ment learning in customer relationship management due to its nuanced
approach in learning by trial-and-error. Furthermore, the derived RL
framework can readily accommodate a wide range of reward and objec-
tive functions, which is to be utilized in future extensions of this thesis

52
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by incorporating responsible gaming in an attempt at attaining a mul-
tifaceted optimization approach for both business economics and social
sustainability.

6.2 Contributions
In short, this thesis provided:

• A novel approach regarding modeling an inherently non-physical
system, namely CRM, by use of neural networks.

• A successful implementation of a bespoke deep reinforcement learn-
ing framework, which can readily be expanded upon.

• A theoretical improvement in profitability by use of a data-driven
business strategy, and discussion of consequent customer harm there-
from.

• A discussion regarding some of the delicacies and fallacies concern-
ing the methodology of using neural networks for modeling and
optimization.

6.3 Future Work
There are many different possible extensions of this work that are left to
be explored. Some of which are expanded upon, in descending order of
priority, in the following.

6.3.1 Incorporation of Responsible Gaming
The most imminent extension of this work is the incorporation of re-
sponsible gaming metrics. As previously mentioned, the identification of
addictive or detrimental behavior is currently a topic of research, as per
the studies in [44], [45]. The results of these studies—thereby being dif-
ferent risk scores associated for different customer behavior types—can
be readily integrated into the methodology presented in this thesis, by
e.g. adjusting the reward function and signals that constitute the state
space. By doing so, this would be a step towards achieving sustainable
and responsible conduct in an otherwise quite inauspicious industry.
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6.3.2 Redesign of Environment Model
The environment designed in this thesis followed a novel approach, where
weekly transitions were mapped from input to output in a very stationary
and static manner. This is a pretty generous assumption and would have
definitely benefited from a more time-series-centric approach. This could
be accomplished through the use of e.g. recurrent neural networks and
long short-term memory models as in [17], [46], since they can aggregate
partial information in the past and capture long-term dependencies in
sequential information.

Furthermore, the use of hidden Markov models is an additional ap-
proach worth exploring to capture hidden nuances that go beyond the
signals or features of the state space, as per the work in [43]. This
approach intends to accomplish the same as the one described above;
however, in a distinctly different manner and therefore also worthwhile
exploring.

6.3.3 Model-free Approach
The benefit of the DQN framework is that it inherently is a model-free
approach. This implies that no model of the actuation mechanism or
state dynamics is actually needed, as only the observable signals that
constitute the state, action, and reward are necessary. However, this
could not be leveraged in the execution of this thesis as interactions with
the real environment were deemed potentially too harmful for both the
customer and the company. The ultimate goal is to eventually implement
an improved agent onto the real system. The benefit of this is that the
shortcomings of an approximate, artificial environment is circumvented.
Obviously, such an agent must incorporate responsible gaming metrics
as elaborated in Section 6.3.1.

An approach to ease the implementation of an online learning DQN, is
through the use of apprenticeship learning, as per the work in [47]. Such
an approach leverages the fact that Q-learning can learn independently
of the policy being followed; however, the agent will eventually need
to take control to be able to fully find the optimal policy. However,
by using apprenticeship learning the cost of exploration is mitigated.
Furthermore, there exists several minimal exploration techniques that
can also be utilized to mitigate this cost of exploration, such as the upper
confidence bound algorithm as described in [41]. However, naturally
mitigation does not imply elimination.
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Appendix A

Model Specifications

A.1 Computational setup
A virtual machine (VM) through Google Cloud’s platform was used due
to the high computational cost of training both the environment and the
agent. The following specifications were employed in the execution of
this project.

Table A.1: Specifications of hardware and software.

Specification Configuration

CPU 8 vCPUs1

CPU Type Intel Xeon CPU @ 2.00GHz
Memory 30 GB RAM
OS Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS
Software Python 3.6 & TensorFlow 1.13.1

1Virtual central processing unit.
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A.2 Architecture of Environment

Table A.2: Specifications of environment architecture.

Setting Value Description

Inputs 21 The predictive fea-
tures, their CMA,
the non-predictive
and the agent’s con-
trol input.

Outputs 10 The predictive fea-
tures at next time
step (st+1).

Hidden layers 1 Number of non-input
and output layers.

Number of neurons 128 Number of units per
hidden layer.

Kernel initializer He_uniform Initialization of ran-
dom weights.

Numerical activation ReLu Rectified linear unit.
Activation function
for the numerical
features.

Categorical activa-
tion

Sigmoid Activation function
for churn prediction.
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A.3 List of Hyperparameters

Table A.3: Final rendition of agent’s hyperparameters.

Hyperparameter Value Description

Discount factor [γ] 0.99 γ used in Q-learning.
Initial exploration [ε] 1 Initial value of ε in

ε-greedy exploration.
Final exploration [ε] 0.1 Final value of ε in

ε-greedy exploration.
Final exploration
episode

375 Number of episodes
ε is linearly annealed
over.

Learning rate [α] 0.00025 Learning rate used in
Adam Optimizer.

Minibatch size 32 Number of training
cases over which each
SGD update is com-
puted.

Replay memory size 1000 Number of recent
experiences SGD up-
dates sample from.

Replay start size 1000 Random policy over
this number of ex-
perience to populate
replay buffer.

Target network up-
date frequency

1 τ in algorithm 3.



Appendix B

Segmentation of DQN

To obtain a better understanding of the inner workings of the DQN agent,
Figure B.1 and B.2 were derived. These figures illustrate two distinct
segments of customers and how the Q-values vary in respect to action
and changing feature value. These plots are placed here in the Appendix
as they pertain to the nuance of the agent and environment and do not
illustrate any greater insight that has not already been mentioned.

Customers with a cash balance of e100 or more were averaged out and
these average values were used as a baseline for this segment of customers,
noted as the average wealthy customers. Thereafter, one feature at a time,
both its instantial and mean value, would be swept from its minimum to
its maximum value—as seen in the training data—and the Q-value for 5
different actions are shown, namely e0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 in dispensing of
bonus means. The outcome of this procedure for the main features are
given in Figure B.1.

The second segment depicts the average unlucky customer, where
their cash winnings are smaller than their wagers (turnovers), i.e. they
are speculations are ill-placed. The same procedure as above is executed,
i.e. customers who fulfill this requirement are averaged out and these
values are used as a baseline. Therafter, each feature, both instantial
and mean value, are panned from its maximum to minimum value, one
at a time. The outcome of this procedure for the main features are given
in Figure B.2.
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(a) Sweeping turnover_cash. (b) Sweeping winning_cash.

(c) Sweeping deposit. (d) Sweeping withdrawals.

(e) Sweeping balance bonus. (f) Sweeping balance cash.

Figure B.1: Illustration of how Q-values vary according to feature value
for different actions on the average wealthy customer segment.
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(a) Sweeping turnover_cash. (b) Sweeping winning_cash.

(c) Sweeping deposit. (d) Sweeping withdrawals.

(e) Sweeping balance bonus. (f) Sweeping balance cash.

Figure B.2: Illustration of how Q-values vary according to feature value
for different actions on the average unlucky customer segment.
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